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AudioQuest History

Bill Low’s AudioQuest:

In Search of Sonic Immersion

Humble Beginnings:

“Blame It On the Bossa Nova”

AudioQuest’s founder and chief designer, William E. Low

(Bill), likes to say he never wanted a job and never had a

plan. The truth, of course, is more involved, if only slightly:

Bill initially became interested in audio equipment when he

was a teenager. Later, in college, as his love and knowledge

of music grew stronger, his interest in audio blossomed into

a full-blown passion. Eventually, necessity led him to design

signal-carrying cables. So, AudioQuest was never planned so

much as it evolved.

From a very early age, Bill showed an intense

passion for music and sound, and had a particular fondness for complete sonic immersion. To

any hardcore audiophile or helpless music

lover, this scene will most likely sound very

familiar: As a child, Bill did his homework

while listening to Top 40 AM radio using not

one, but two $8 transistor radios—one in each

of the two drawers that flanked his position at the

desk—with the drawers themselves opened

precisely 10cm, thus allowing a fuller

version of the music to emanate

from the drawers and envelop

him in sound. This might not

be surround sound as we

think of it today, but it did

the trick. The only problem

was that when the DJ played

one of Bill’s favorite songs—

“Blame It On the Bossa

Nova,” for instance—he

couldn’t get any of his

homework done! Who

among us doesn’t have

a similar story?

As a small child, Bill’s curiosity led him to discover that,

if he held the tip of a safety pin

to a record while it spun, he could

hear music—a modest revelation

that may have initiated Bill’s desire to

manipulate audio components and



further explore sound. Music made Bill feel good, that much

was clear. But now, he was becoming interested in controlling that feeling, enhancing it. A couple of years later, not yet

a teenager, Bill sold his first record player for $13 and used

many, many payments of his $0.50/week allowance to buy a

better, previously owned player. With this piece, Bill learned

that a record player was composed of distinct parts—a

turntable, stylus, tonearm, amplifier, and speaker—all of

which could be improved, one by one. Soon, he bought

seven small $1 speakers from a mail-order catalog, and

strung them around his bedroom. All he wanted was to be

immersed in music.

It wasn’t long before Bill was building Heathkits and Dynakits

for classmates. The small amount of money that he earned

for each amplifier or preamp would pay for LPs. Later Bill

traded up to new and better components, such as his

Garrard Lab 80 and Empire 888PE cartridge. As his

connection to music grew deeper and stronger, he

continued to want even better and more.

***



An Absolute Hedonist

It should come as no surprise, then, that William

E. Low describes himself as a pleasure

seeker. Born in 1951, in Boston,

Massachusetts, to a Viennese

father and an American

mother (who traces her

family’s roots back to the

original New England

and Virginia colonial settlements), Bill remains

extremely grateful for

the upbringing they

offered him, one in

which he aspires to

be a citizen of the

world, rather than

merely a citizen of

any one city, state,

or country. Indeed,

Bill spends much of

his time traveling back

and forth between audio

shows, AudioQuest headquarters in

Irvine, California, and his other

beloved home in New York City. His

free time is spent enjoying several



forms of entertainment: Each year, he attends nearly 200

movies, more than 20 plays, several operas, and, of course,

many concerts.

Bill’s passion for pleasure extends into his work. He considers

himself to be in the entertainment and recreation business.

More than a technology or engineering company, AudioQuest has always been, and will always be, in the business of

entertainment. While there is incredible technology embedded into modern audio/video toys, the heart of AudioQuest

is in the human relationships developed and strengthened

by entertainment and recreation, and specifically in the quest

to become more deeply connected to and moved by music

and pictures. Despite the changes in how consumers use and

relate to their media, and despite AudioQuest’s never-ending

desire to fulfill the needs of their customers, the company’s

ultimate vision remains constant.

The product lines may grow and evolve, but a specific goal

endures: AudioQuest aims to deliver the most beautiful,

durable, and reliable audio/video cables and accessories on

the planet, products that don’t only represent the absolute

highest value but that also exceed any expectations regarding performance. Of course, certain compromises may always

exist, but AudioQuest endeavors to work intelligently within

the boundaries of those compromises, remaining keenly

aware of any necessary tradeoffs so as to make the decisions

that inevitably lead to superior products. Following ideals can

be dangerous, but carefully made compromises can yield fantastic results. This philosophy extends to elements of design

that are not directly related to a product’s performance, such

as packaging, look and feel, usability, and customer support.

That premium product must, in fact, do everything at least

as well as any lesser product, while still accomplishing its

ultimate goal of exceptional performance. Bill knows that, in

accomplishing his goal, he will have built long-lasting relationships with his customers—another achievement in which

he takes great pleasure and pride.

But that idea of pleasure cannot be overstated. In describing his relationship with music and audio gear, Bill Low, in

a 2008 interview with Neil Gader of The Absolute Sound,

explained, “I’m an absolute hedonist and have had nothing

to do with electronics at all. Everything I’ve learned about

hi-fi or cables is purely the result of being interested in

getting high on music.”

According to Bill, music is the finest of all recreational drugs.

He was hooked from an early age and remains an utter addict.

***



Getting High on Music, Learning to Learn,

&amp; Learning to Sell

The music of the 1960s and early 1970s had a rapid and profound effect on our society, not only reshaping the popular

political and personal ideas of the time, but also forever altering our fundamental language and cultural consciousness.

Like many of his generation, Bill was swept up in the revolution; it had a great impact on his direction in life.

Like Apple’s Steve Jobs, Bill attended Reed College in Portland, Oregon, in the early 1970s. There, in what he now refers

to as “a meandering learning-how-to-learn exercise,” Bill

devoured a wide-ranging curriculum of history, sociology,

psychology, philosophy, physics, biology, political science,

and art history. Not only did he find Reed’s progressive

studies wonderfully stimulating, they turned out to be the

best education a cable designer could have had. Reed is also

where Bill took his first steps toward starting a full-fledged

audio business, initially by sharing his passions for music and

sound by optimizing his classmates’ systems, and later by

selling them new and improved systems!

Bill and a friend started a business in which they acted as

“audio middlemen,” purchasing gear at significant discounts

from mail-order catalogs and selling it for less than what

their customers could find elsewhere. They started with

a Sherwood receiver, BSR turntables, and products from

Hitachi. Later, Bill wrote letters to every manufacturer listed

in Audio magazine’s annual directory. To his surprise, many of

those manufacturers responded, and Bill soon found himself

as an authorized dealer for brands like Decca, IMF, and Linn.

He would go on to become the largest Linn Sondek dealer in

the nation at that time.

Despite his success, Bill was nagged by an urge to make a

move from Portland to Northern California. In 1976, he handed

over the business to an employee and moved to Palo Alto to

become an independent representative for Koss and Celestion speakers, Audionics electronics, Decca phono cartridges,

and, most importantly, Decca carbon-fiber record cleaning

brushes. To this day, Bill quips that the brushes were the only

products with which he had success at selling: He sold 40% of

all Decca brushes in the US. After a delightful one-year stint

“starving” in Palo Alto, Bill continued south to Santa Monica.

After a second year as a manufacturer rep, Bill realized that

he was much better suited to the retail environment, where

he had both the luxury and the control to sell only those

products he liked best.

For Bill, the only way to sell is to be credible while making

honest, personal recommendations. After all, it’s far easier to

sell those products or ideas in which one strongly believes
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than attempt to sell products or ideas in which one is merely

ambivalent, or worse, cynical. Even a superior product, even

the truth, as Bill likes to say, must be sold. While knowing

how to sell, when to listen, and when to speak are all critical

skills, the most important tool in the salesperson’s kit is a firm

confidence in the product, idea, or service he or she is selling,

while also having a similar confidence in the process by which

that product, idea, or service is sold.

Of course, Bill did not arrive at these core beliefs suddenly,

but rather approached them naturally, gradually, over time,

with travel and experience. A crucial point in his journey as

an audiophile, music lover, and professional came in 1978,

when Bill began selling his favorite audio gear in a small,

by-appointment, high-end audio salon right out of his Santa

Monica apartment.

***



“Original Recipe” &amp; Going Live

During this time, Bill recognized that deficiencies in signalcarrying cables were responsible for a significant share of the

distortion in any audio system. He was aware that, in 1976,

the Polk speaker company had introduced to the US market a

specialty wire called Cobra Cable, imported from Japan. From

Bill Low’s point of view, the introduction of that cable, at the

June CES in Chicago, marked the official start of the audio

cable business in the US.

When Bill opened his salon in 1978, he wanted to have a

superior cable to both use in his listening room and sell to

his customers. Though he had been using a fat electrical

wire that friend and future creator of Monster Cable, Noel

Lee, successfully sold in Northern California, Bill wanted

something better, something special. He partnered with

Middleton, White, and Kemp (MWK), a small, appointmentonly dealer in Anaheim, who had forged an interesting

relationship with Dave Gore, designer of the then-popular

Quatre DG250 amplifier.

Gore had introduced MWK to a cable design based on

an article written by audio journalist Martin Colloms and

published in a 1978 issue of the British magazine HiFi News

&amp; Record Review. With the article as a starting point, Gore

and MWK somewhat fancifully used a door handle, a drill,

and a spool of 180-strand 15AWG litz wire to make a twistedpair speaker cable. To their delight, their strange creation

significantly outperformed the large welding cable they’d

been using as a reference. After tweaking the design a bit,

Bill and the partners at MWK settled upon a 435-strand-perconductor, twisted-pair litz construction, which today Bill

lovingly refers to as “Original Recipe.”
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Despite its ordinary white nylon wrap and modest overall

appearance, this wire resulted in what Bill considered to be,

by far, the best interconnect and speaker cable then available.

It wasn’t until two years later, however, in 1980, after several

other dealers and a Japanese distributor had started buying

cable from Bill, that he decided to produce cable not just

for his retail customers, but also for the purpose of selling to

other stores.

And that’s when, with no formal business plan and just a few

hundred dollars in the bank, Bill established AudioQuest. His

first cable was called LiveWire. The evolution had begun in

earnest: By the end of that year, Bill had developed a number

of far more sophisticated cables and had acquired 42 dealers

in Southern California, as well as one in Colorado, the wonderful ListenUp, with whom AudioQuest is still partnered today.

In 1981, Bill expanded his distribution throughout the United

States and to every continent. His complete confidence in

his LiveWire Green Litz cable made him willing and eager to

match it against any of the day’s “best” cables. In fact, if you

were to ask Bill right now, he’d still be quick to pick LiveWire

Green Litz over many of today’s competing designs.

He’s not always humble.

***



The Evolutionary Model

To Bill’s way of thinking, the evolutionary model is perfect. As

has been discovered in genetics, not only are there far fewer

genes than once supposed, but most of the building blocks

for genetic evolution appear to have been around for at least

half a billion years. It’s the expression of these genes that

allows for such incredible biological diversity.

Similarly, there are very few ingredients that can be manipulated to affect cable performance. Much of Bill’s accumulated

knowledge comes from having observed small changes in

performance when no change was anticipated, and then

working, as methodically as possible, to transform that new

awareness into a predictable means and method for minimizing a distortion mechanism. Over time, bits and pieces of

what Bill couldn’t readily see have slowly become visible. In

that fashion, he makes incremental progress.

Bill believes that an ideal system should act as a clear window

to the music. But because all audio systems, including the

room in which the system resides, are so far from real or

transparent, the test for success should not be whether

a system sounds real, but how effective that system is at

emotional transportation—the ultimate reason for listening

to music at all.



Truth and transparency in a system are absolute values.

However, the absolute failure of an audio system to sound

real doesn’t make that system a failure. Often, the only time a

system succeeds at fooling a listener into thinking that he or

she is hearing live music is when that listener is in a completely

different room! That is, an audio system sounds more “real”

with the benefit of a gross filter damping one’s awareness

of a system’s misinformation. The audio industry’s fixation

on pulling out and soaking up more and more information,

therefore, obscures the real obstacle to ultimate believability

and pure pleasure: added misinformation.

To Bill, the difference between good and bad hi-fi is how long

it takes before the inevitable onset of fatigue brought on by

that misinformation. Accordingly, Bill searches for the design

elements that minimize distortion, avoiding those that merely

add misinformation. The particulars of those elements have

evolved and, in the future, will continue to evolve. The future

will see better materials, machinery, and production processes. We will develop a deeper understanding of previous

and current design techniques. And, as with the evolutionary

model, Bill Low and AudioQuest look forward to encountering

the successful results of many happy experiments—playfully

taking safety pins to LP grooves and rejoicing in the sudden

miracle of music.

***



Incremental Progress &amp; The Ability to

Inspire

More than 30 years later, the evolution continues. Today,

AudioQuest is a premier provider of high-performance

audio and video cables and accessories. AudioQuest is an

entertainment business, a recreation business, a business

that, like its founder, is devoted to pleasure. Regardless of

how music lovers, audiophiles, engineers, and all general

consumers decide to connect to their music and media,

AudioQuest develops and delivers beautiful, durable, reliable products that represent both extraordinary value and

exceptional performance.



Obviously, it’s also very important to sell profitable products.

However, Bill maintains that it is best to achieve a purposeful

balance between margin and the many other values that work

toward making a sale of the highest possible value. Among

uncountable contributing factors, these values include:

precision manufacturing, packaging, distribution, customer

support, and perhaps most important, the product’s ability

to inspire.

Indeed, AudioQuest’s enduring success is marked by a

freedom to explore new approaches, a ceaseless drive to

improve, and the singular vision of its founder. Whether

we’re discussing a Bridges &amp; Falls analog interconnect;

Diamond Optical, USB, HDMI, or Ethernet digital cable; a

Type 4 or WEL Signature loudspeaker cable; an NRG power

cord; the best-selling, industry-altering DragonFly USB

DAC-headphone amplifier; or any of AudioQuest’s future

line of headphones, power products, and high-performance

mobile DACs, Bill Low’s thirst for truth, pleasure, and total

sonic immersion is evident.

Bill Low believes that everything matters. There is no single

right or wrong way to build a business, but it is totally wrong

to not make conscious decisions about every variable that

affects a business.

AudioQuest’s ideals appeal to music lovers with Bill’s curiosity and passion for life, as well as those who share his neverending desire for lower distortion and better sound. We look

forward to a bright and exciting future—a future marked by

truly innovative design, long-lasting relationships, and everdeeper immersion in the music. The evolution continues.

The quest continues. The need for progress never ends.

***



In the dynamic, fast-paced world of consumer electronics,

the inputs and outputs of our audio/video components and

mobile devices may forever alter shape and size, but one

thing remains constant: AudioQuest fills the holes, makes the

connections, bridges the gaps between enthusiasts and their

favorite artists, music, and movies by always working toward

lower and lower distortion, forming deeper and deeper

bonds—never merely innovating for innovation’s sake, but

always developing products that its customers want to buy,

the products that Bill Low himself would want to buy, products that are worthy of our belief.
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Do No Harm



	



Solid Conductors



	

Strand interaction is the single greatest cause of

distortion in cable. Semi-Solid Concentric Packed

Conductors avoid many strand-interaction distortion

mechanisms. Solid-core conductors are the complete

solution to this problem.



The Four Elements

Great sound and great pictures, music that consumes

you, movies that transport you around the universe … all

come from honoring the original signal. The signal is at its

greatest potential … is least damaged … at the source. It’s

an unavoidable fact that every component and cable in an

audio/video system causes distortion, robbing the sound

or the picture of some portion of its ability to inspire and to

entertain. These aberrations add up like layers of dirty glass

between you and an image you are trying to see. Better

cables and components cannot improve the signals they

carry … performance can only be improved by causing less

distortion of the original signal.



Metal

	



Conductor metal quality is critical for the best cable

performance. The conductor surface is the only area of

the cond uctor with 100% current density at all

frequencies. Smoothness of the conductor surface is

paramount because the surface is a guide-rail for the

entire energy envelope. The best copper and silver

conductor metals have fewer grain boundaries and low

oxygen content for low distortion and high performance.



Geometry



The goal of high-quality components is to be like cleaner

panes of glass … to minimize alteration or distortion of the

signal. Do No Harm!

The foundation on which AudioQuest's cables are built

comprises the following four fundamental "elements" of

design and manufacture. Another way to think of this is

that these elements comprise the basic "recipe" for all

cables. The choices the cable designer makes in selecting

and balancing these materials and construction techniques

determine the cable’s ability to reduce distortion and noise

and deliver high performance. An off-the-shelf cake mix,

for example, might produce an edible product, but that’s

unlikely to match the efforts of an educated pastry chef

who handpicks the finest, freshest local ingredients.
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Geometry is the physical relationship of the conductors

to one another within a cable. This determines the basic

electrical characteristics of the cable. Different cable

applications have different and specialized geometry

requirements. Better geometry reduces distortion.



	



Dielectric (Insulation)



	

Insulation is necessary to keep the positive and negative

conductors separate and to give stability to cable

geometry. Insulation is also a "dielectric" because it is

inside the conductor's magnetic field. Dielectrics absorb

energy, which after a delay is then released in the signal,

causing smearing and distortion. Better insulation

reduces distortion by absorbing less energy.



Directionality: It’s All About Noise

Metal Drawing Dies



If you’ve ever wondered about the arrows on AudioQuest

cables, read any of our educational materials, or merely

followed any of the online chatter regarding our products,

perhaps you’ve wondered what this “directionality” thing is

all about. Maybe you’ve even made the incorrect assumption

that it’s the analog or digital signal that’s directional.

There is the widely accepted version of directionality: In most

audio-grade shielded interconnects, as compared to standard

coax, negative has its own internal conductor and the metal

shield is attached to ground at only one end, thus defining

the cable’s directionality. Many cable manufacturers end their

exploration of directionality there, going only as far as to

mark their cables for directionality based on the relationship

of shield to ground, but altogether neglecting conductor

directionality. Because we believe in directing noise to where

it can do the least harm, we, too, believe in the advantages

of controlling for the attachment of the shield. In fact, long

before we controlled for conductor directionality, AudioQuest

interconnects were also controlled for direction based on the

relationship of shield to ground.

Over the years, our understanding of conductor directionality

and its effect on audio performance has steadily evolved,

growing stronger and more complete. While we’ve always

been keenly aware that directionality plays a significant role in

the overall sound of any hi-fi system, we couldn’t completely

explain it. This was okay: We trust our own ears and encourage

listeners to do the same. The test is easy enough: Simply listen,

then reverse the direction of the cable, and listen again.

In one direction, music will sound relatively flat and a little

grainy, as though being forced through a screen door. In the

opposite direction, the obstruction is removed and music will

be communicated with a natural ease, depth, and an open

invitation to pleasure. When presented with a cable whose

conductors have been controlled for the correct low-noise

directionality, a listener feels a sense of comfort and relief:

Ahh…Music!



In order to fabricate copper or silver into a strand or conductor,

it must first be cast and then drawn through a die—a process

that inevitably creates a directional, chevron-like pattern in the

conductor’s internal grain structure and a non-symmetrical

overlay of grains at the conductor’s surface.

While most are either unaware of conductor directionality or

have chosen to ignore it, we have learned to use conductor

directionality to our advantage.

A conductor’s asymmetrical surface structure causes a

directional difference in impedance at noise frequencies

and very high interference frequencies. Due to skin-effect,

such high-frequency energy travels almost exclusively on the

surface of a conductor, giving significance to the directional

difference in impedance at these frequencies. Because all

energy will always take the path of least resistance, when a

cable is oriented so that the high-frequency noise—whether

from a computer, radio station, cell tower, etc.—is “directed”

to ground, or to the end of the cable attached to less

vulnerable equipment, the dynamic intermodulation and

associated ringing generated in the active electronics will be

greatly reduced.

Our efforts toward the proper dissipation of noise are not

limited to our analog and digital cables, but extend to other

AudioQuest products, as well—most recently evidenced in

our Niagara 1000 and 7000 Low-Z Power Noise-Dissipation

Systems, in which every single link in the conducting path has

been properly controlled for low-noise directionality.

As always, the proof is in the listening.

The unpleasant, strained sound that occurs when conductors

have the wrong orientation is the result of noise entering

and causing misbehavior and intermodulation in an active

circuit. The more relaxed, full-bodied sound of correctly

oriented conductors is the product of less high-frequency

interference—conductor directionality fully acknowledged

and put to its best use!



But the definitive empirical evidence of directionality

demands seeking a scientific explanation. What is the technical

explanation for directionality?
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